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Here's the updated and enlarged third edition of our classic reference on how to choose systems

and materials for every part of a home. With brand new chapters on transforming a home with green

practices and creative storage solutions -- plus the latest code information and over 400 new

full-color illustrationsÃ¢â‚¬â€¢this up-to-the-minute, enhanced edition will become an essential

resource for your building library. Designed for do-it-yourself homeowners, as well as builders,

contractors and architects, The Visual Handbook of Building and Remodeling is the authoritative,

go-to reference manual for anyone involved in residential design and construction. In fact, earlier

editions of this classic guide have sold over 250,000 copies. With its unique visual approach and

over 1,600 full-color drawings, this new, expanded edition provides you with a clear, detailed look at

every aspect of home constructionÃ¢â‚¬â€¢ and built-in systems. So you can visualize exactly how

to tackle any building project or construction challenge. And, in addition to its user-friendly graphic

presentation, you'll also appreciate the clear, straightforward language that gives you everything you

need to get going. Here are just a few reasons why you'll want to pick up a copy of this new edition. 

It's chock full of new material with lots of essential information not included in earlier versions Over

400 new full-color drawings shed light on a wide range of additional materials, systems and details

New chapters on energy-efficient green building practices and innovative storage solutions Over

1,600 drawings -- in total -- cover every aspect of home building and remodeling Over 300 tables

offer quick access to critical data
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Charlie Wing, an authority on home building and remodeling, specializes in translating technical

information into layman's terms. He founded the nation's first owner-builder school, called the

Shelter Institute. He's also written and hosted a national PBS TV series about remodeling and is the

author of 14 home-related books, including How Your House Works.

This book is well written so that the novice/beginner can understand what's involved in the

repairing/remodeling process. It covers the foundation, framing, electrical, plumbing, insulation, etc.

I draw house plans for people for permit. This is a fantastic book to show people how their home is

constructed.A good builder would include a copy of this book with every home he builds and

sells.....just sayin'.

Great book, very informative and of course, great illustrations. Just what I needed to help sharpen

back up my skills.

Really good summary of all elements that make up the conventional American home, how they

work, and what the code specifies. Includes span tables for beams and headers, methods to

insulate sound, lighting requirements, drain requirements, etc. very visual and well organized. Does

not cover techniques.

I don't often write reviews, but, I had to with this book. I am a very visual learner and I have to "see"

things for them to fully make sense. Reading code text is extremely boring; so this book is amazing

because it puts a lot of the code into pictures. I may end up purchasing a backup copy just in case.

The ideas are clearly presented, there are no "brand bias" with things, it's very much a "Here's what

you need to do" book.

Best go-to remodel reference book. Most valuable to those with some experience but not too much.

Comes in handy for looking up the required and "recommended" dimensions of interior rough-in.

Outlines most aspects of home building but you will likely need trade specific references for how-to

info.

Great book, great detail, excellent reference guide for all sorts of phases of construction and



remodeling. I bought another copy of this book and another book by the same author to give to my

helper.

It has every little detail and every topic you need whether building your own home, remodeling,

DIY-ers, or even if you hire a contractor. A MUST HAVE for any homeowner!
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